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THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

3652    ""There are none so damned as those who will not hear the Voice of Righteousness.
3653    ""Therefore, I have given Testimony Irrefutable unto every soul that they know My Voice of Righteousness 
among them, and avoid all Evil.
3654    ""Therefore, have I required every soul to know My Voice of Righteousness, even those whom I have taught 
out of My Own Mouth.""

CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT
HOLOCAUST!

3655    This Chapter 28, 29, and 30 following set the perspective for both the coming Legislated Enslavement, 
Holocaust and Tribulations that are now totally unavoidable and establish the reasons for an immediate change in our 
priorities to be about the preparations necessary to survive the horrendous days ahead.  We have coined some words 
that may or may not come into common usage, ThermoFlash, ThermoBurst, ThermoBlast, Thermo-Winter, Thermo-
Summer, Thermo-Spring, Thermo-Night, Thermo-Snice and Thermo-Drought being among the more notables.  Air 
Shock and Ground Shock have been around for some time, but not in the tense and intent we use them in this book.
3656    These three chapters are all too short, especially with respect to technical information as advances are always 
being made available, but do establish a general outline of the processes and their requirements.
3657    Nothing can be done effectively halfcocked and on the spur of the moment.  Success takes time, organization, 
planning, resources and management, all being of equal importance.  Time is one factor of which we're extremely 
short, followed immediately by resources.  The organization is in place, but many of the offices are vacant for lack of 
dedicated personnel who are also qualified.  Most of the oversight plans are completed, but there is still a great deal of 
modification, or is adaptation a better word, to be implemented as each Commandry is in a different logistical and 
geographic situation, as are each of the selected Refuge sites.
3658    There is no one shoe to fit all feet.  The years of squandering resources on 'self-important' jackass plans and 
schemes, in direct violation of standing orders, will take its eventual toll with appropriate and eternal consequences 
upon the perpetrators.  However, that does not help the immediate situation.
3659    Once you have a better grasp of what the situation really is, and where we stand on those issues with respect to 
resistance, escape and survival, you will be far better prepared when you attempt The Great Testimony as instructed in 
Chapter 42 following.
3660    These three Chapters, 28, 29 and 30, are the foundation blocks of perspective for the entire Promised Elect 
Remnant in Refuge!  Either you understand the contents of these three chapters, or you are missing the most immediate 
intent of this book.  There are other signposts along the literary way in these pages, some in humorous form as with the 
fictional Petronius and Justinian, but the basis of the situation as it applies in this day and age is right here.
3661    (1980) Despite the fact we've been programmed for years to believe the Russians are going to be the villains in 
our thermonuclear demise – which they would if given sufficient edge in weapons capability as those god-damned, 
traitorous and stupid liberals, primarily Rhodes Scholars, want in their gutlessness – the greater danger of the Big 
Boom is not from any foreign country as they exist today, but rather as they will exist after the establishment of the 
New World Order being primarily western nations spoken of by ex-President and Super-Traitor James Earl Carter; 
belovedly known to Rockefeller, Bilderberger and/or other traitors alike as the One World Government!
3662    We'll cover this Supreme Act of High Treason eventually, but let us put our first concerns first; namely, the 
Holocaust and its horrendous aftereffects and exactly what the 'survivors' will be up against.
3663    To do this, we, The Akurians, have reproduced herein the content of some of our manuscripts, some dating 
back as far as 1962 (GCAD); containing terms and information only recently being revealed to the general public!  
However, make no mistake:  the Holocaust will not come from Russia or any other foreign state unless we drop our 
defenses to the nitwit point desired by those communists in disguise who advocate every halfcocked delusion that 
serves only to weaken our national defenses in the world, destroy our national economy, and eliminate our personal 
defenses in our homes and on our streets, some of whom we have elected to the very offices responsible for that 
national and personal defense!
3664    The Big Boom will not be a singular blowout and should not be confused with a meltdown in some under-
maintained and incompetently-manned nuclear reactor as we damned near did at Three Mile Island, despite continued 
warnings by The Anointed Witness of This Generation that such was inevitable unless corrections were made in 
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damned short order!  (Chernobyl, which means wormwood, April 26th, 1986, is the latest prime example!)
3665    The Big Boom will be multi-warhead strikes upon major metropolitan areas, and each and every military 
installation is a prime target, including Naval fleets-at-sea who resist the executive order to both surrender to and 
enforce the dictates of that One World Government!  Any series of thermonuclear detonations, regardless of country of 
origin and regardless of country of target, will be a global disaster with consequences that cannot be reversed and 
horrors that cannot be adequately described.
3666    The Big Boom will create both a Thermo-Winter and Thermo-Summer and ages of lingering aftereffects.  And 
the One World Government bastards – thinking themselves to be both prepared and legally immune of their crimes – 
are sparing no effort your tax money can afford to bring all of it down on you and your generations after you.
3667    To understand the horrors of both Thermo-Winter and Thermo-Summer, a bit of weather related information is 
required to better understand the ramifications of all that fine debris that will be floating around in the atmosphere.
3668    In the normal process of water evaporation and precipitation, specks of dirt are needed for rain droplets and 
snowflakes to form around!  While dry air and ambient temperature are two elements contributing to water 
evaporation, light photons from the sun are equally as critical!  Then the normal process of wind and heat raise both 
dust and vapor into the atmosphere.  Without the dust – or some such particle – and water vapor we wouldn't have the 
rain and snow so critical to fresh water supplies and all surface life on this planet.
3669    And here is the danger in our modern world:  those particles can be virtually anything including automotive and 
industrial emissions that also cause global warming.  However, some chemical emission particles are so small, they 
hold water and act like miniature mirrors, causing clouds to reflect sunlight which in turn limits the amount of sunlight 
reaching the ground, already a serious problem around the world.  Because those particles are so small it takes longer 
for enough of them to bond together to permit rainfall, and the temperature differences create enormous changes in 
weather patterns already seen all over the globe.  That delay and changed weather patterns will be a Death Warrant for 
all surface life following the Big Boom if our current emission and industrial pollution doesn't exterminate us first.
3670    Currently we're ignoring the weather changes and end results of those two factors – global warming and 
dimming – by not fully understanding the true ways of nature.  Our 'leaders' do not give a damn as long as their 
manipulation of both massive storm disasters and years-long famines produce the expected profits for the Kak Jews 
and other One World Government bastards to ensure their economic stranglehold toward TOTAL Global Enslavement.  
These manmade ecological disasters are just one more factor being used to legislate more socialist damnations upon 
the whole world.  Were this not true, then there would be a no holds barred global effort to eliminate both greenhouse 
gasses and industrial emissions!  But such an effort would cost money, and the Kak Jews can't have that!
3671    With that in mind, let us explain the disaster.
3672    (1962) Any thermonuclear detonation is a monster of the first magnitude, even underground tests, but an Air 
Burst programmed to blow at optimum altitude over a given target zone is a hell of the purest imagination this side of 
The Great Judgment!
3673    First, out of the detonation comes ThermoFlash, a searing-hot blinding light of such intensity the instant you 
see it you are burned if you are within near miles of a Ground Zero!  The greater the thermo-device's yield, the greater 
ThermoFlash's burn area.  In close proximity, humans, buildings, trees, grass, roofing, insulation, paint, birds and all 
wildlife, glass, fuels, oils, lubricants, combustibles, industrial chemicals and raw materials, including water, are 
instantly vaporized!  All this debris, whether turned into radioactive ash or radioactive gaseous particles, will be lifted 
into the atmosphere – first, by force of the blast; second, by differences in atmospheric pressure; and third, by the 
resulting firestorms and weather changes.
3674    The two primary considerations are:  all this fine dust and debris will be in the atmosphere and it will already 
be radioactive, containing all the energy it will need to do its worst upon the whole world.
3675    Farther out, ThermoFlash will ignite fires all over the landscape, making excellent primers for additional 
ignitions in the next phase:  Air Shock, which is already on its rampage!  Initially moving faster than sound, some 
eleven hundred (1,100) feet per second at sea level, depending on atmospherics, Air Shock is the result of expansion 
from tremendous heat – not only the device's fuels, but also ambient water, vapor, chemicals and the target area's very 
atmosphere!  Air Shock, like ThermoFlash is hot enough to ignite virtually everything it touches close to Ground Zero, 
but also violent enough to tear down everything within miles and to lift millions of tons of dirt and radioactive debris 
into the upper reaches of earth's atmosphere!
3676    While the expansion rate of water directly into air is about seventeen hundred (1,700) to one (1); providing an 
unimaginable wallop to Air Shock's destruction, it is the chemicals – fuels, lubricants, refrigerants, solvents, 
detergents, and catalysts – used for industrial purposes and processes in general commerce, heating and cooling private 
homes, apartments and condominiums that will deliver many more deaths and sufferings during years-long eras of 
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aftereffects!
3677    Even so, Air Shock will introduce countless fires, both in the immediate target areas and in surrounding forests 
and grasslands for miles in all directions as it scatters flaming kindling of virtually every combustible on its billowing 
wave of super-hot destruction!
3678    And the worst is just beginning!  Next in event, and hard on the heels of Air Shock is:
3679    Ground Shock!  An earthquake-dimension tremor that shakes reinforced concrete and steel buildings to 
expensive rubble and tears down virtually every structure left standing by Air Shock; uprooting utilities, water and 
sewer mains; breaking electric power and telecommunications lines; collapsing bridges, subways, streets and 
highways!  As gravity and vacuum laws begin to make their forces felt, Ground Shock will still be outbound as Air 
Shock begins to reverse making the upper stories of a building stress inbound by Air Shock while its foundation is 
being pushed outbound by Ground Shock!  This swinging back and forth not only happens at high rates of speed, but 
as it settles there will be fires that suck in oxygen at and beyond hurricane force winds!
3680    Without electrical power, communications and telephones (that are land lines from the receiving tower to the 
uplink), or water supplies to fight countless fires, with streets, subways and roads made impassable by tons of debris 
and fallen bridges, rescue will be impossible!  Surviving fire, police, civil defense and other government agencies will 
be as useless to the general populace as tits on a tadpole!  Those 'government' personnel who can, will be enroute to 
their own families or in flight for their very lives!
3681    Those who are armed, government, police, criminal, or otherwise, will have no qualms about using that 
firepower to their own ends against anyone else, and especially the unarmed!  If nigger elements of both Black and 
White races will loot, rape, murder, and riot at a mere local power outage, do you suppose those same degenerate 
mentalities will suddenly become merciful pillars of the community given this opportunity?  Only a totally mentally 
incompetent fool would think so, regardless of the 'liberal' cum socialist opinion!
3682    Remaining food, water, medical supplies and facilities will be priceless, as will firearms, ammunition, radio 
transceivers, batteries, fuel, blankets, clothing, lanterns, candles, axes, saws, towing rigs and chains, and all other tools, 
including support and maintenance items as files and sharpening stones, but not necessarily in that order!  What will be 
left of governments will attempt to secure as much such logistics and supplies as possible by declaring Martial Law to 
expend as slave labor wages!  They'll be going head to head with criminal elements and those just trying to stay alive!  
Once in government hands, rest assured:  only the dutifully obedient to the Great Enslaver will be provided even the 
scraps thereof!
3683    Nevertheless, we haven't given you the worst yet!
3684    Every first-year grade school dropout mechanic knows that in diesel physics, anything subjected to sufficient 
heat and pressure will combust!  That includes nuclear electric generating plants, fuel enrichment facilities, nuclear 
waste storage areas and even some nuclear research reactors!  That's right!  Those nuclear power plants, nuclear fuel 
processing and fuel enrichment facilities, nuclear waste storage areas, nuclear research reactors and even nuclear 
supplies at research cyclotrons, in close proximity to Ground Zero, will blow like a string of firecrackers!  And so will 
thermonuclear warheads stockpiled at military installations!  It's a matter of sufficient pressure to generate the heat 
required.  Whether a detonation by some psychopath or a meltdown from lack of service will matter little to the 
victims.
3685    And all that dirt and concrete shielding the nay-sayers will brag about will not be worth a diddler's damn; and 
they all damned well know it.
3686    The amount of fissionable material in even fifty (50) and one hundred (100) megaton devices is nothing when 
compared to hundreds of tons stored in these ground based plants and installations, especially power generating plants!  
And if detonated, being at or below ground surface will pour many more millions of tons of radioactive dirt and debris 
into the ecosystem and cause far more massive Air and Ground Shocks at detonation!
3687    Quantity will more than make up for quality!
3688    Debris from the planned ThermoBursts will be bad enough, having far more and worse aftereffects than 
presently (1962) being revealed; but a Big Boom of this magnitude at just one metro-area will be a tremendously 
greater disaster than anyone except Akurians expect or are planning for!
3689    Even the 15-20 kiloton blows at Hiroshima and Nagasaki had global effects, even if our 'scientists' and 'leaders' 
either didn't know or wouldn't tell us!  But this age of multi-megaton devices and multiple warhead delivery systems, 
things are one hell of a lot worse than anyone except Akurians are revealing!
3690    It is those aftereffects and near-permanent damages we are going to cover for all who haven't already thrown 
this book away to prevent massive nightmares and other weak-kneed namby-pamby conditions.
3691    (1962 continued.) As ground-based facilities erupt with far greater force than their initial ignition warhead, the 
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same process – ThermoFlash then Air Shock followed by Ground Shock will take place in the same order, but probably 
confused with, and certainly intermingled with, the initial thermonuclear detonation Air Burst.  In fact, the time delay 
will be about the same as an artillery warhead's explosion in a fuel tank and that tank's fuel's ignition.  Microseconds at 
best!
3692    Helping to ensure the diesel physics combustion in these facilities will be a tremendous electro-magnetic wave 
(EMW or EMP, that will help to provide a great deal of the required heat) or force field, created at ThermoBurst, and 
capable of overloading and burning out electrical substation transformers, communications, computer circuitry and 
even erasing data bank memories, with countless ground-level Lightning bursts charging everything, especially radio-
carbons and then repelling them into the upper reaches of the atmosphere!  All current is negative in motion and alike 
charges repel!  The problem with charged carbons being repelled upwards is:  carbon absorbs radioactivity like a 
sponge!
3693    A future horror is the fact:  radioactivity, even in very small amounts causes carbons to chemically combine 
with every other compatible substance!  The half-life, the time for radiation to decay by one-half its strength, can be 
ages depending on the isotope!  Carbon-14 used in age-dating has a half-life of five thousand, two hundred eighty 
(5,280) years in its pure form (thus the errors in Carbon-Dating)!  There will be countless formulae of carbons in the 
Big Boom, so all those government-funded 'two- or three-week' survival plans are blatant death traps conceived and 
manned by suicidal fools!
3694    None of the government 'refuges' are "two- or three-week" installations; they're provisioned and equipped for 
MONTHS on end!  In fact, there are no 'government-funded' facilities or provisions for the general populace, 
regardless of what we're being told and taxed to death for!  There are only facilities for the traitorous bastards in 
government who are responsible for this Global High Treason of Crimes Against Humanity and the Whole World!  
And FEMA damned well knows it, but they are immune behind the firepower of the same corrupt bastards they're 
using your money to make all the preparations for!
3695    Though most of this radioactivity will fall back to earth in dust storms and precipitation, a lot of it has a far 
worse effect than some long-term, ground-based contamination!  What ThermoBlast and its EMW (or EMP for electro 
magnetic pulse) haven't destroyed or burned cut will be in for one hell of an ordeal, not excluding radioactive fallout, 
by any stretch of the imagination!
3696    First, immediately following ThermoBlast by not more than a few hours, is Thermo-Night!  A severe darkening 
eventually encompassing all global hemispheres as countless tons of dirt, debris and smoke are either lifted or blown 
into the high reaches of the atmosphere.  It will initially change the color of both the sun and moon and very quickly 
prevent their light altogether!  As result of this Thermo-Night's shadowing, the entire earth's surface will begin to cool!  
And we don't mean down to the point where it will be a good place to keep beer either!  We're talking about cooling so 
severe we call it:  Thermo-Winter!  And it will last so long that normal past winters will be remembered as whiffs of a 
passing ice cube!
3697    Once established, Thermo-Winter will not be anything like the beautiful songs "White Christmas" or "Winter 
Wonderland" but a raging terror of hurricane-force blizzards with huge white tornadoes throwing hail and ice chips at 
magnum-bullet ballistics!  Not only will Thermo-Winter freeze everything in its path, it will bury everything under a 
cover of radioactive snow and ice which we have dubbed:  Thermo-Snice!
3698    Now, all this Thermo-Snice will have its own effect on things.  Each and every raindrop, hailstone and 
snowflake initially forms around a speck of dust which it brings to earth as it falls!  True, it will take perhaps years for 
this Thermo-Snice to precipitate sufficiently to clear the skies, and when it does:
3699    'Preachers' and other liars and their still-ignorant fools will 'praise Jesus', again!  'Thermo-Christians' will swear 
and be damned the first ray of light is 'the Second Coming', again!  Hallelujah halfwits and other such idiots will raise 
no small amount of hell, thinking their enslavement is about over!  What neither they, nor their god-damned 'teachers', 
'leaders', 'instructors', 'preachers' and other liars know is:  those rays of light not only signal the ending of Thermo-
Winter; it also signals the beginning of Thermo-Summer!  And a myriad of other horrors in its wake, because Thermo-
Spring will be damned short!
3700    What has been happening all that time is this:  at ThermoBlast countless tons of carbons were radioactivated as 
they became vaporized or ashed in those extremely hot fireballs.  Many chemicals we take for granted are actually 
carbon based or contain carbon in some form.  Even common Freon 12 and 22 used in air conditioning and 
refrigeration (which will be outlawed in the United States and shipped in even greater quantities to the so-called 'third-
world' countries as well as aerosols of all descriptions) is one.  Carbon TetraChloride used in dry-cleaning is another; 
PercChlorEthylene, an industrial solvent cleaner is yet another!  And there are many more that become either Hydro-, 
Petro-, or Fluorocarbons upon evaporation vaporization if they aren't already!  Common window glass, paint, 
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insulation, sealants, mastics (glues), wood, grass, tires, plastics, coal, charcoal, and all other such materials are carbon 
based, if not nearly pure!  That all such materials in close proximity to Ground Zero will be vaporized, and 
radioactivated in the process, by the uncounted tons is but the beginning of the horrors to come as a direct result.
3701    Instead of these carbons raising into the atmosphere over two or three years to reach high enough to become 
radioactive from solar or cosmic radiation where they are then capable of chemically combining with the oxygen of 
the ozone layer, they will reach these high altitudes in a matter of minutes, already flaming hot with radioactivity!  
And their own brand of hell is awaiting Thermo-Summer which they have already made irreversible and inescapable 
anywhere on the planet!
3702    As global temperatures rise from continual clearing by Thermo-Snice, there will be earth changes that will not 
fit the mold of most 'doomsayers' or 'preachers' and other liars, and none of the 'survivalists'!  Thermo-Summer will 
not only bring relief from constant freezing, it will melt the Thermo-Snice cover, glaciers and perma-ice, and both 
polar ice caps!  And that only begins this new set of horrors!
3703    Those radioactive carbons, elements and other chemicals will have already chemically combined with the 
oxygen of the ozone layer – a very thin but vital layer of high altitude oxygen that filters out incoming light and 
cosmic radiation!  There is so little oxygen in the ozone layer that at sea level pressures it would only be about an 
eighth of an inch thick!  But without that small amount of oxygen, all life on the surface of this planet would be 
impossible!  And we're damned near to that point when Thermo-Winter rains and snows itself out into Thermo-
Summer.
3704    Sunburns and countless skin cancers will be the reward of permitting the socialists to enact Legislated 
Enslavements, the Holocaust, and all the High Treasons leading up to it!  Super-hurricanes and their many tornadoes, 
Thermo-Snice and other melts will flood all coastal areas, covering many radioactive craters where major port cities 
used to be!  The best current guesstimate is a rise of somewhere between 200 and 400 feet of water at all coastal areas.
3705    As those incoming radiations, especially ultraviolet light, begin to take their human and surviving wildlife toll, 
the temperature will continue to rise!  Hurricanes and other storms will have all the heat they need to run rampant until 
there is insufficient atmospheric dust left to begin precipitation formation, permitting the cleared skies to raise 
temperatures to the point that cloud formation is no longer possible.  Without any cloud cover or precipitation in any 
form, Thermo-Summer will be on in such fury as to make Thermo-Winter seem pleasant by comparison.  Those crops 
in the field once destroyed by Thermo-Winter's big freeze will now be burned without mercy in Thermo-Summer's 
merciless heat, creating Thermo-Drought on a global scale!
3706    For your information:  A depleted ozone layer being created during Thermo-Winter will bring a Thermo-
Summer that "Hell Itself" is too mild a term to compare.  The duration of Thermo-Winter will depend on the number 
of warheads and ground facilities detonated, chemical and carbon resources at Ground Zeroes, and the number of 
target zones destroyed.  Seven to ten years is the best guesstimate with no guarantees either direction.  Thermo-
Summer on the other hand is a bit more predictable:  lasting about forty years!
3707    However, there is eventual hope!
3708    Following Thermo-Summer there will be another forty years of thermo-cleansing!
3709    With such vast amounts of heat, water vapor will at some point saturate the atmosphere, initially restoring the 
condition recorded in the Bible of the whole world being watered by a mist and effecting enough cooling to again 
cause rain, if there were enough dust, pollen, sea salt, ash, chemical contamination particles, et cetera, for the moisture 
to form around.  Don't worry, the Global Socialists will not leave the world in such an empty-handed state.  Another 
attempt at world domination will again blast enough dirt and fine debris into the atmosphere to permit both cloud 
formation and precipitation.
3710    What the socialists don't supply, The Most High promised an earth-axis shift in addition to its volcano 
eruptions; and thus there will be plenty of dirt and dust in the atmosphere for all the precipitation required to thermo-
clean the planet and justifiably cause the final fall of that coming vile, corrupt and degenerate New World Order of 
One World Government headed up by That Great Harlot of Babylon at Roma:  the Roman Catholic Church and every 
remaining Kak Jew whose debts to the Catholic Church couldn't be cancelled!
3711    But back to the immediate future.
3712    In the horrendous days immediately following the Big Boom, there will be no such thing as 'rescue' by our 
present fire, police, and rescue agencies.  They will not be able to move equipment in the first place, and there will not 
be any utilities, water, or anything else to rescue with!  Even if the populace had any reliable telecommunications with 
which to ask for rescue!  Those emergency generators will keep the hospitals, fire, police and rescue communications 
operating until they run out of fuel, but that doesn't help the citizen who is miles away hanging on a telephone that no 
longer works!
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3713    Food, when available at all, will eventually be that of unburied corpses, which if not eaten will rot and spread 
all manner of diseases and plagues!  Once all available cadavers are consumed, radioactivity and all, the weak, sick, 
and helpless will become fare for those still able to kill instead of being killed!  One's own dung and urine will be 
favored over just about anything else under the deluded assumption it isn't contaminated with radioactivity!
3714    Shelter in any form will be the place of the damned, as Thermo-Winter will be a howling hell on the surface 
and Thermo-Snice will be melting radioactive dirty water on the bottom!  Even so, life will go on.  Especially by those 
traitorous bastards in those 'government-funded' shelters who will force anyone they can get to do their dirty work!  
Remember, those same traitorous bastards will have all the secure food, clean water, medical and other supplies!  And 
they will have all the secure fuel and equipment to transport those who will enforce their dictates, and untold scads of 
arms and firepower to ensure success!  The citizens will be disarmed en masse' under an ever-encroaching series of 
Legislated Enslavement statutes and court precedents under the treasonous disguises of 'crime preventatives'.

3715    [INSERT:  Such as the current wave of emotional stupidity instigated by the government blowing up the Alfred 
P. Murrah building in Oklahoma City, on June 19th, 1995, and known throughout the world as The American 
Reichstag!  The seismograph chart shows TWO explosions!  Ten seconds apart!  One 'truck bomb' can't do that and the 
building collapse can't be that strong unless someone dropped the whole building from about one thousand (1,000) 
feet!
3716    People who are programmed stupid 'believe' everything 'the government' does or says is the absolute ultimate in 
honesty and righteousness, and are surrendering their liberties to reputedly have a bit more security!  All but the most 
cowardly and blatantly stupid know for a fact:  those who surrender freedom for security will have neither!]

3717    Woe to the 'survivors' of the Big Boom, for the Enslaver awaits for all able bodies; he needs slaves by the 
millions!
3718    For what?
3719    To complete the Grand Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement!
3720    You don't think those god-damned, traitorous, One Worlders have a short memory, or lack dedication, do you?  
Certainly not that god-damned, Kak Jew financed, pagan Great Harlot of Babylon at Rome, the Roman Catholic 
Church, whose combined crimes make Hitler, Lenin and Stalin put together look like a matched set of Holy Presence 
Saints by comparison?!
3721    We'll cover those atrocities in more detail in later volumes, but now to the immediacies.
3722    After the Big Boom when most of our major cities and military installations are little more than huge 
radioactive craters, those with the brains, courage, and firepower to act will begin to secure whatever supplies and 
logistics are available and attempt to move them to some sort of defensive position.  Anything less is blatant suicide!
3723    Containers for fuel and water will be at a premium, as will guns and ammunition.  Those who will attempt to 
locate families only a few miles distant will be expending vital time and energy on a pursuit of nonsense.
3724    Employees at work stations;
3725    Children at school;
3726    Patients in hospitals;
3727    Inmates in jails, prisons and mental institutions; and
3728    Congregations at 'church' will be trapped in those locations and abandoned by all those charged with their 
safety and care!  Anyone who can get away to the boondocks will do so without delay, taking only what they can think 
of in their mentally shocked state of mind!  True, those chosen few who happen to be in close proximity to family 
members and are far enough away from Ground Zeroes have the best chance of reuniting and organizing their families 
and a few neighbors!

3729    [INSERT:  All the 'resistance' to home education and forced bussing to achieve a racial balance has nothing to 
do with 'equality' or any other such hypocrisy!  It is to ensure that the surviving victims are as mongrelized and 
mentally burdened as possible, worrying about their families who will, in all probability, be several miles away!  If you 
knew the whereabouts and condition of your family, then you can clearly concentrate on your defense against this god-
damned government!  And this god-damned government doesn't want that.
3730    And the initial reason for 'bussing to achieve a racial balance' is to destroy the family as a unit by first 
eliminating the parent's ability to control, or even influence, the conduct of schools by also destroying the parent-
teacher association!  It's a very simple process:  simply hold all PTA meetings at the same time, and a parent with 
children in two or three schools can only attend one!  Thus 'neglecting' the others!  In fact, 'bussing to achieve a racial 
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balance' applies only to Black children and not to Jews, Native Americans, Orientals, et cetera, so the blatant 
hypocrisy thereof is obvious to anyone with more brains than a retarded oyster!
3731    And isn't it a miracle of miracles to see the success of all this socialist educational crap!?  Ask anyone with 
gray hair how many police officers they needed in the classroom when THEY went to school!  But we damned sure 
need them now, and armed to the teeth.  Can you figure out why?  Would it be the CRIME brought into the schools by 
those same 'bussed in and racially balanced' students?  You're damned right it is!
3732    However, forced open housing, forced bussing, and forced integration, against the will and wishes of the Black 
Community as well as White, Orientals, Native Americans and Jewish communities, are but one tentacle of the multi-
massive stranglehold of the One World Government's scenario of social engineering toward the Grand Plan of TOTAL 
Global Enslavement.
3733    The destruction of the family unit is another, and the bastards are winning that one across the board.  They'll 
continue to win until the citizens ARM THEMSELVES and set their own rules for themselves and the CONDUCT of 
their children.  Firepower WORKS!  Nothing else produces more than a popcorn fart in a hurricane.]

3734    Airborne fallout will seem to be the prime concern, and it is the most immediate.  But long-range preparations 
are then impossible and that Thermo-Winter isn't going to be a passing fancy!  Most manuals suggest two or three feet 
of dirt covering to shelter initial fallout.  That might be all right for hallways and access routes that are used 
infrequently in moving from room to room.  But fourteen feet of hard-packed dirt is the bare minimum over anyplace 
occupied for an extended stay, including exterior walls!  Weighing approximately one ton per cubic yard means each 
and every square foot of overhead area will have over one thousand (1,000) pounds to support!  At or near load-
bearing walls and close partitions that may not be much of a problem, but out in the middle of a room that much 
weight is unthinkable!
3735    Those people who choose, or are economically forced, to live in townhouses or multi-storied apartment 
complexes are wasting their time!  Even most berm homes will not support the weight of sufficient soil covering.  An 
average nine (9') by twelve (12') room needs one hundred twelve thousand (112,000) pounds or fifty-six (56) tons of 
covering soil; and that's just for the roof over that one room!  Walls and windows have to be sand-bagged to that same 
fourteen-foot thickness, doors and exit chambers have to be multiple-baffled and multiple-draped just to limit 
infiltration of airborne contamination.  And that in addition to some sort of floor-matting to deter foot-borne 
contamination.
3736    Then there's the matter of filtered air, for breathing!  Not only does that require an airtight enclosure so only 
filtered air is permitted to enter or leave; that air has to be radiation filtered!  Filtered of all radiation dust just like the 
stuff that covers everything every few days!  Once the contamination is inside, it doesn't matter how it got there; the 
occupants are as good as dead.  It's just going to take a long tour of agony to die.
3737    With all this, the occupants still have to breathe and maintain some degree of temperature compatible with life.  
They also have to maintain constant alert against looters and others attempting to survive, some of whom will have 
become cannibals!  They also have to dispose of waste; secure food and water supplies; and pray for the day they can 
strangle all the politicians, supremacists, socialists, communists, fascists, marxists, liberals, false prophets, phony 
psychics, preachers and other liars who brought these damnable horrors down on them that they should have slain 
before all these atrocities.  Specifically 'preachers' and other liars claiming the 'rapture' or "the Second Coming of 
'Jesus' before . . .", and 'politicians' entrusted with our national security even against traitorous manipulators like David 
Rockefeller and all his 'commissions' and 'councils', the Bilderbergers and all other One Worlders, not to exclude either 
That Great Harlot of Babylon at Rome:  the Roman Catholic Church, or the money-and-power-grubbers of the House 
of Levi and the House of Judah!
3738    If you happen to be one of those in a group with sufficient firepower and trained personnel to maintain around-
the-clock security for months on end; hunting trips and foraging excursions in sufficient strength to ensure return; 
adequate field equipment, parts, supplies and fuels; you just might live until the Enslaver comes for you in force!
3739    The Enslaver, commonly known as government to those who 'survived' thusfar, will have need of many bodies, 
yours among them!  The Grand Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement will be as alive as ever, but even more hell bent 
on victory!  Your logistics and preparations are a delay and expenditure of manpower and materials that are less and 
less affordable and less and less tolerable to the Enslaver!
3740    So, let us take a look at some 'prior rescue' and 'survival plans' and see just how damnably stupid, ignorant, and 
dangerous they really are!
3741    First, and most preferred, is "the Second Coming of 'Jesus' before . . ." as bellowed loud and long with extreme 
bawling all over the landscape by those god-damned hallelujah halfwit 'ministers', 'preachers' and other liars!
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3742    If any of those demonic pagans outrank the Messiah whom they supposedly serve; and:
3743    If any of them have irrefutable proof of their 'divine calling' (which ONLY the Holy Anointed Witness of This 
Generation of Fire does!); and:
3744    If any of them can overrule God Himself!:
3745    Then perhaps they should be given some small consideration for their blatant Blasphemies:  false demonic 
doctrines and calling both God and their Messiah bold-faced liars!
3746    Immanuel [YOU-HOSH-YOU-AH (Joshua) ben (son of, from) YOU-SEFF (Joseph) ben NAZ-ZAR-RAH-
TEE (Nazareth)] whom the Babylonian pagans at Rome and all their Babylonian harlot fallout 'christian' daughters call 
'Jesus', clearly and plainly said (Aramaic translation, emphasis ours!):
3747    Matthew 24:29-30; "Immediately after the Tribulations (troubles!) of those days the sun will be darkened and 
the moon will not give its light and the stars (elements!) will fall from the sky (not 'heaven') and the powers of the 
universe will be shaken!  (continuing with verse 30) and then (not 'before'!) the Sign of the Son of Man will appear in 
the sky; and all the generations of earth will mourn, and they will see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of the sky 
with power and great glory!"
3748    And:  Matthew 24:36; "but concerning that day and hour, no man knows, not even the Angels of Heaven, but 
The Father alone!"
3749    Since it is Immanuel's coming:  he should at least know the sequence of events (since he spelled them out in 
earlier portions of this same Matthew 24!) if not the exact day and hour!  The sequence with after all duly included is 
confirmed in Mark 13, with the sequence again in Luke 21, and The Holy Scripts of All The Heavens and All The 
Earths show the same thing!
3750    However don't confuse the Big Boom with the Second Coming!  They are two entirely separate events several 
years apart!
3751    If Immanuel said "after", which he did, then just where in all paganistic hell did these god-damned 'priests', 
'ministers', 'preachers' and other liars get "before"!?
3752    They have to be god-damned, Blaspheming, blatant liars of the first magnitude!
3753    And anyone who 'believes', follows or supports them has to be so god-damned demon-possessed they can't 
even read the very scriptures from which those lying bastards supposedly get their information and doctrines!  Even 
so, The Most High Lord God of All Creation did promise an Elect Remnant and to intervene on their behalf in That 
Day!
3754    And it's a sure and certain fact the Elect Remnant is not numbered among the 'christians' nor found listening to, 
nor supporting false, paganistic doctrines; specifically, 'Jesus' before . . .", and the 'rapture'!  Neither are they going to 
be found out in the boondocks with a bunch of half-baked, unprepared, ill-equipped, jackass 'survivalists'!  They may 
not be much, but they're smarter than that!
3755    "But we have an abandoned mine . . ."
3756    That's nice.  You can die as dead there as in the Radioactive Rapture!
3757    "But it has tons and tons of coal for fuel . . ."
3758    "It's way down deep underground . . ."
3759    "It has water flows and natural gas . . ."
3760    "We've put in electric generators . . ."
3761    "And television cameras to watch outside . . ."
3762    "And lots and lots of food . . ."
3763    That's nice too.
3764    However, in order to dig very much coal you are going to have to have something to keep the new headings 
from caving in!  At one time miners used ordinary logs and posts (timbering), and for the last few decades they 
literally bolt (pin timbering) the roof to itself with a big drilling (a huge powered-screwdriver) machine with metal 
bolts, expansion nuts and washer plates.  Do you have an eternal supply of trees, or this equipment and materials?  The 
corner mine supply company selling to all dumb-asses will not be open!
3765    And you are going to have to produce one hell of a lot of power just to ventilate for breathing, let alone fumes 
from those generators!  You'll have to start with all that natural gas that seeps through coal mine cracks everywhere 
and explodes with the slightest spark, leaving the place filled with deadly carbon monoxide!
3766    Incidentally, coal dust is as deadly explosive and fire hazard as wheat dust and dynamite!  And of course, your 
Fire Department is fully equipped and prepared to fight coal fires deep underground.  However, coal dust is as sharp as 
diamond, and when breathed in clogs and cuts the lungs.  It's called silicosis.  Also known as Black Lung disease.  It's 
deadly, irreversible, and can only be prevented – not cured.
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3767    There is no such thing as a fresh-water spring inside a coal mine, all that sulphur-contaminated water will just 
have to be delicious!
3768    The television cameras and monitors are a good idea!  Did you also install a few VCRs with plenty of tape, 
canned movies, or perhaps rig exterior antennae or cable systems?  Or didn't all that extra expense of timbers (or are 
you modern enough to use pin-timbering?) to prevent cave-ins, and bolts of brattice cloth and nails to hang it with for 
ventilation, leave enough money?  We hope so; the Enslaver loves color television, color computer monitors and 
matched equipment.
3769    And he loves all that nice food too!  Did you can or dry it yourself?
3770    The shelf-life of even 'survival' food is only about two or three years!  That's right, or didn't you know 
commercially packaged foods, like virtually everything else, has its own planned obsolescence:  called spoilage!  The 
Enslaver doesn't like spoiled food, even when he steals it!
3771    "But we have guns, and lots of ammunition . . ."
3772    You are going to need it.  Every solitary round!  Not for defense, but for suicide!
3773    If you were alive then and had the intelligence to pay attention, you'd be aware of the fall of Dien Bien Phu, 
North Vietnam, May 8th, 1954; when the Vietminh beat hell out of the French at what was hailed as the "strongest 
military fort" in recorded history!
3774    It may very well have been!  It was certainly heavily manned, armed with French regulars and Foreign Legion, 
stockpiled to the hilt, laced with artillery and anti-aircraft pieces, and could be re-supplied by air-drop!
3775    Or so they said.
3776    Then what in the hell happened?
3777    The Vietminh ate what few horses they had, abandoned the wagons, and didn't have the powder and lead to 
blow themselves to hell!
3778    Repeat!  What in the hell happened?
3779    True, the Vietminh didn't have much but determination, a few shovels, more manpower, and enough of the 
most efficient killing weapon:  mortars!  And a very simple strategy.
3780    After learning in Korea that throwing bodies against deadly machine guns is not the way to fight a war, they 
surrounded Dien Bien Phu.  Then they snipered without letup.  Dead and injured began to pile up.  They mortared to 
keep French heads down during Vietminh troop movements.  And they dug!  They tunneled each outpost in turn!  
With constant shelling the French couldn't receive supplies, nor could they remove their dead, or do much for their 
injured!  Dead bodies rot.  And they draw rats.  And rats spread disease like a wildfire!  And when you can't bury the 
dead without being shot, the dead remain unburied and draw all those disease-carrying rats.
3781    Dien Bien Phu was a real nice place to be, don't you think?
3782    And still the Vietminh tunneled, coming up behind each outpost in a dozen different places!  Shelling and 
shooting each into surrender!  Without help, or resupply, each outpost gave up in turn until the whole damned fort had 
fallen.
3783    Just like that god-damned mine will!
3784    There's simply no place on this, or any other continent where the Enslaver can't bring continuous miners, 
complete with pin timbering, and dig you out!  If he chooses.  He doesn't have to breach your tunnels; he only has to 
'sound' for them, drill the proper holes to place explosives, and blow your damned mine to a massive cave-in!  You 
will either come out or be buried inside!
3785    And don't even attempt that line about having guns and tons of ammunition.  One solitary squad can keep you 
holed up inside your damned mine till hell freezes over.  And that's the death knell for that nitwit 'survival plan'!
3786    "We're going up on a mountain top . . ."
3787    Big deal.  I hope it has fourteen feet of dirt over it.
3788    "But it has caves . . ."
3789    The Enslaver doesn't give a god-damn if it has a gold-plated bunker; it can still be tunneled!  And you 
obviously didn't read the previous death trap!
3790    "How about a missile silo?"
3791    Yeah.  How about that?  Not only does the government who built the damned thing have an infinitely detailed 
set of construction plans on file, instead of being tunneled like the other idiots who escaped the radioactive 'rapture', 
you can be taken with a garden hose!
3792    "A garden hose?"
3793    Yep.  Missile silos are built of thick, reinforced concrete.  Not only is that nice against exploding shells and 
bombs, it helps to hold one hell of a lot of water!  All the Enslaver need do is dam-you-up and drown-you-out!  
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Sooner or later your fuel will run out (water is cold); your energy will run out (you can't swim forever); and the pumps 
will stop because all the water they're pumping out is flowing back in!  You've been DAMMED!  Remember?  
DAMMED UP!  Then you and all your drowned-rat gathering can surrender just like everybody else who jackasses 
their preparations!
3794    As for you hale and hearty 'out-in-the-wilderness' buffs, ask yourself just one question:  "How long do you 
think you can 'survive' on radioactive rabbit?!"
3795    If you haven't figured out by now that all these so-called 'prior rescue' and 'survival plans' are nothing more 
than death traps in disguise, then there's nothing wrong with you that a brand-new set of brains wouldn't cure!
3796    We thought you'd like to know just what Rockefeller, the Bilderbergers, the House of Levi, the House of Judah, 
That Great Harlot of Babylon at Rome, the Roman Catholic Church, all 'liberals' including Jane Fonda, have planned 
for you, your friends, and families that's just so wonderful that all these damnable paganistic traitors would go to so 
much trouble just for us!
3797    And can you imagine how 'sophisticated' and 'intelligent' all those people are who support these traitorous 
bastards?!  It's just so 'superior' of them to remember the fifteen thousand-plus (15,000+) slaughtered American 
soldiers just from Nixon's election until he finally surrendered to the communists to get re-elected!  And all those 
prisoners of war he abandoned in Cambodia (since we weren't supposed to be there)!  And the other Americans 
missing in action (MIAs), three and one-half million Vietnamese, Cambodians and Laotians murdered by the 
communists for whom Jane Fonda advocated victory!
3798    And we haven't even mentioned those thousands of Americans who still carry the physical and mental scars of 
that damnable Rockefeller fiasco!
3799    Sue us!  You traitorous bastards:  We dare you!  You will not, you gutless cocksuckers!  You will wait until 
you can legislate us into criminal elements!  But by then only the totally cowardly, programmed stupid, mental and 
moral degenerates, and those whom The Most High Lord God of All Creation has condemned to the Death of Deaths 
and Eternal Burning Hell immediately following, will be in your camp.  And the rest, however few, will be armed and 
organized against you!
3800    Back to the present.  And let us be clear on this major point:
3801    Our United States military forces on the line have never failed us nor let us down on any battlefield or 
anywhere else at any time under any conditions!  NEVER!
3802    Rockefeller's manipulation of our civilian control over our military notwithstanding!  We've exposed the Grand 
Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement elsewhere in this volume.
3803    Now for a re-cap:
3804    No prior rescue by 'Jesus' regardless of what the 'preacher' said . . .!
3805    No prior rescue by anybody else either, except The Akurians!
3806    The Big Boom not only destroys target areas at Ground Zero; it destroys the ozone layer with radioactive 
carbon compounds!
3807    The Big Boom not only devastates cities and military installations; it also detonates ground-based nuclear 
facilities, nuclear weapons stockpiles, and every combustible stored or stockpiled within close proximity!
3808    Aftereffects include Thermo-Winter followed by Thermo-Summer; both of which are loaded with super-
hurricane force storms, radioactive precipitation and fallout with half-lives that can last for thousands of years!
3809    And all of this because the One World Government wants to establish the Grand Plan of TOTAL Global 
Enslavement!
3810    With sufficient High Treasonous support, the Holocaust is now totally unavoidable!  If the socialist bastards 
can't instigate a nuclear exchange between any other countries – to which we, the United States, must involve 
ourselves to the point of Martial Law 'in the interest of National Security' – the bastards will use our own nuclear 
capacity on us.  And the plans are far advanced!
3811    And:  the big blow down – D-Day – the great deadline for delivery of the United States' sovereignty lock, 
stock, and cowardly-liberals to the One World Government according to present thinking is scheduled for 05:11 AM, 
Washington, D.C., Time, Sunday, August 9th, 1999!  Hopefully thinking will change sufficiently to delay or avoid 
such finalities!  But make no mistake:  The Holy Scripts of All The Heavens and All The Earths clearly reveal at this 
time (1962, GCAD):  that place and that time and that day and that year!

3812    [INSERT:  During the early Sixties through the late Eighties this was also the time and date of the Big Boom!  
But we've managed to buy a little time.  Too damned little, but we bought it nevertheless.  The mind-thought energies 
that control our future still don't have That Day nailed down to an exact when, but it's as The Most High said:  only He 
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knows the exact day and hour of the Second Coming, and we suppose the same thing is true of the Big Boom.  Even 
so, that Big Boom is still on the clock!  And you can go see it for yourself!]

3813    Any serious effort by The Elect Remnant to discipline themselves into Holy Law for the establishment of their 
Refuges under the hand of The Anointed Witness of This Generation of Fire can buy some limited time.
3814    The bastards are next.

THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

3815    ""The fool and the follower of fools always wear the countenance of a clown, hoping to impress other fools 
with their self-important knowledge, programmed ignorance and nonexistent wisdom, while in their solitude they 
dread and condemn their very existence and hate the truly wise with a vengeance.""
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